Job description/Goals: Create applications and APIs that apply releasability business rules to imaging and video for Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance. Become familiar with target systems architecture and programs, modify and create code to solve automation of releasability tagging.

**Desired Outcome:** A technical capability to translate security guidance into business rules, apply the rules to a finished Intelligence Product, and produce a coalition releasable product for analyst and/or FDO review. Releaseability rules vary by country, platform, sensor, etc., and may change frequently, thus the capability must allow modification of the business rules by authorized and trained site personnel.

Description of KMS: A small engineering and software development company. 
[www.knowledgemade.com](http://www.knowledgemade.com)

Education and experience desired: BS Computer Science or ability to quickly learn how to use and integrate open source applications and databases. Develop API and webservices. 20-30 hours / week during Summer Months to start immediately. Supervision is provided.

If interested email resume to [lmaestas@knowledgemade.com](mailto:lmaestas@knowledgemade.com)